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Abstract
Aim: To identify easily accessible neuroanatomical abnormalities useful for diagnos-
ing fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) in fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) but more 
importantly for the probabilistic diagnosis of non- syndromic forms (NS- FASD).
Method: We retrospectively collected monocentric data from 52 individuals with 
FAS, 37 with NS- FASD, and 94 paired typically developing individuals (6– 20 years, 
99 males, 84 females). On brain T1- weighted magnetic resonance imaging, we meas-
ured brain size, corpus callosum length and thicknesses, vermis height, then evalu-
ated vermis foliation (Likert scale). For each parameter, we established variations 
with age and brain size in comparison individuals (growth and scaling charts), then 
identified participants with abnormal measurements (<10th centile).
Results: According to growth charts, there was an excess of FAS with abnormally 
small brain, isthmus, splenium, and vermis. According to scaling charts, this excess 
remained only for isthmus thickness and vermis height. The vermis foliation was 
pathological in 18% of those with FASD but in no comparison individual. Overall, 
39% of those with FAS, 27% with NS- FASD, but only 2% of comparison individuals 
presented with two FAS- recurrent abnormalities, and 19% of those with FAS had 
all three. Considering the number of anomalies, there was a higher likelihood of a 
causal link with alcohol in 14% of those with NS- FASD.
Interpretation: Our results suggest that adding an explicit composite 
neuroanatomical– radiological criterion for FASD diagnosis may improve its speci-
ficity, especially in NS- FASD.

The neurodevelopmental toxicity of ethanol has long been 
attested by congenital brain abnormalities and the high 
prevalence of neurodevelopmental disorders following 
severe prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE).1 Yet, it remains a 

frequent and underdiagnosed cause of cognitive and be-
havioural disabilities.2 Grouped under the umbrella di-
agnosis of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), the 
pathological consequences of PAE range from fetal alcohol 
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syndrome (FAS) with its specific association of facial fea-
tures, body, and brain growth deficiency, to non- specific 
non- syndromic FASD (NS- FASD) when these physical cri-
teria are absent or incomplete, but a probabilistic causal 
link can be assumed between neurodevelopmental disor-
ders and PAE. Several guidelines for diagnosing FASD have 
been published3– 5 and revised,6 which now share a com-
mon backbone of key clinical criteria among which the dys-
morphic facial features have a well- codified evaluation and 
a decisive value. The full facial phenotype consensually in-
volves a more specific diagnostic category with a more cer-
tain causal link with PAE. The cerebral phenotype is more 
diversely considered for both the features deemed relevant 
and their diagnostic significance. Anatomical and func-
tional impairments are either grouped or treated separately 
depending on guidelines or versions with little impact on 
diagnosis.

The most patent neuroanatomical abnormality in FASD 
is a global brain growth deficiency that frequently results 
in clinical microcephaly.7,8 More focal brain abnormali-
ties have also been described,9– 11 most of them rarely or 
hardly apparent on individual magnetic resonance im-
aging (MRI) scans: abnormalities of the corpus callo-
sum11– 14 or the cerebellum, particularly the vermis,15– 17 or 
nodular heterotopias. However, neither clinical radiology 
nor computational imaging findings have so far enabled 
FASD- relevant brain abnormalities to be unambigu-
ously discriminated from incidental or non- suggestive 
ones, let alone warranted a consensual well- codified dis-
tinct neuroanatomical criterion inf luencing diagnosis. 
Currently, any structural brain abnormality of presumed 
prenatal origin is considered like any severe functional 
impairment,4 or given a higher diagnostic weight,5 or else 
considered a distinct item, with an emphasis on micro-
cephaly mainly for its frequency- driven practical value,6 
but with little inf luence on the final diagnosis. Unlike 
dysmorphic facial features, neuroanatomical abnormali-
ties provide very little,6 if any,4,5 etiological specificity in 
FASD diagnosis, even though the brain is a major target of 
ethanol developmental toxicity.

In our study, we aimed to characterize recurrent anom-
alies on brain MRI whose combination could be of diag-
nostic value in FASD. We first considered measurements of 
brain size, corpus callosum, and vermis, and compared the 
individual values observed in FAS with the distributions ac-
cording to age and then brain size in typically developing 
comparison individuals, to identify which of these measures 
were frequently abnormal in individuals with FAS, while not 
being trivially explained by brain growth deficiency. Beyond 
vermian height measurement, we established the ability of 
a semi- quantitative Likert scale, describing the shape of the 
upper vermis, to accurately distinguish typical from atypi-
cal vermis. We then investigated whether individuals with 
FAS and NS- FASD presented a combination of small brain 
size with one or more of the callosal and vermian abnormal-
ities we showed to be recurrent in FAS, while comparison 
individuals did not. Finally, we sought to establish whether 

taking such combinations into account in the diagnosis 
could constitute an additional argument to estimate the 
causal link with PAE.

M ETHOD

Participants

We performed a retrospective case– control study with 
monocentric recruitment for participants with FASD and 
bicentric for comparison individuals. Eighty- nine partici-
pants with FASD, aged 6 to 20 years, were included among 
the 149 diagnosed between 2014 and 2020 at Robert- Debré 
University Hospital (AP- HP, Paris, France) (Figure  S1). 
Ninety- four typically developing comparison individuals 
aged 6 to 20 years, with no report of PAE nor family history 
of neurological or psychiatric condition (in first- degree rela-
tives) recruited as part of independent research programmes, 
were included.

This study was not a clinical trial and the use of previous 
data sets was approved by the appropriate ethics committees 
(CER- Paris- Saclay 2020– 094 for participants with FASD, 
Inserm 08– 029 and 11– 008 for comparison individuals) en-
suring proper consent of participants.

FASD diagnostic procedure

Positive diagnosis was established according to the 4- Digit 
Diagnostic Code5 and the revised guidelines of the Institute 
of Medicine6 leading to distinguish two groups of FASD: 
the syndromic or FAS (including partial FAS), and the 
non- syndromic or NS- FASD (static encephalopathy and 

What this paper adds

• Neuroanatomical anomalies independent of 
microcephaly can be measured with clinical- 
imaging tools.

• Small- for- age brain, small- for- brain- size callosal 
isthmus or vermian height, and disrupted ver-
mis foliation are fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS)- 
recurrent anomalies.

• Associations of these anomalies are frequent in 
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) even 
without FAS, while exceptional in typically devel-
oping individuals.

• These associations support higher likelihood of 
causal link with alcohol in some individuals with 
non- syndromic FASD.

• A new explicit and composite neuroanatomical– 
radiological criterion can improve the specificity 
of FASD diagnosis.
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neurobehavioural disorder/alcohol exposed5 or alcohol- 
related neurodevelopmental disorder6) (Figure S1). Our dif-
ferential diagnosis work- up included systematic brain MRI 
and genetic testing. We evaluated the concordance (Cohen's 
kappa coefficient, ĸ) of between- group assignment using one 
or the other guideline. As it proved to be high in our popula-
tion, only the 4- Digit Diagnostic Code was used in subse-
quent analyses.

MRI data acquisition

MRI acquisitions were performed on a 1.5 Tesla Philips 
Ingenia MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands) with a millimetric isotropic three- dimensional 
T1- weighted fast field echo– turbo field echo sequence 
(repetition time  =  8.2 ms; echo time  =  3.8 ms; inversion 
time = 0.8 s; Flip = 8°; SENSitivity Encoding [SENSE] = 2) for 
participants with FASD and 41 scanner- matched compari-
son individuals, and on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scan-
ner (Siemens Healthineers, Oxford, UK) with a millimetric 
isotropic three- dimensional T1- weighted magnetization 
prepared rapid gradient- echo sequence for the remaining 
comparison individuals.19

Neuroanatomical quantitative measurements

Measurements were manually performed using the PACS 
measurement tools (Carestream, New York, NY, USA) by one 
operator (J.F.) blind to diagnosis. An axial reference brain 
area (RBA) (Figure 1a,b) was used as a proxy of brain size, 
as it is strongly correlated with the actual total brain volume 
(R2 = 74.9%; Figure S2). The square root of the RBA was used 
for the sake of dimensional homogeneity (other measure-
ments being lengths). The length of the corpus callosum, the 
genu thickness, body thickness, isthmus thickness, splenium 
thickness, and height of the vermis (Figure 1c– e) were meas-
ured according to previously validated methods20,21 and we 
ensured that there was no scanner effect in the comparison 
group (Table S1). For two individuals with obvious partial 
agenesis of corpus callosum (ACC), the thicknesses were 

measured as zero for the agenetic parts. A post hoc robust-
ness analysis excluding these individuals was systematically 
proposed for callosal parameters.

Semi- quantitative assessment of upper vermis  
foliation

A five- point Likert scale was proposed to evaluate the upper 
vermis foliation (Figure 2). Three experts performed blind 
and independent ranking of the participants with FASD and 
the scanner- matched comparison individuals only (to avoid 
lifting the blind reading process). Observer agreement was 
assessed with ĸ considering the five ranks separately and 
then grouping ranks 1 to 3. The rank finally assigned was 
the nearest- rounded average of the three observers.

Modelling and statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), using packages 
‘stats’, ‘graphics’, and ‘irr’. Alpha risk was set at 0.05 and ad-
justed to 0.007 in the case of multiple comparisons on the 
seven measured parameters (Bonferroni correction).

The effects of groups or covariates (sex) on quantitative 
variables were tested by analysis of variance (ANOVA; F- 
test) and comparisons of means between two groups were 
performed with Student's t- tests. Comparisons of propor-
tions between groups for qualitative variables were per-
formed either with a χ2 test (two groups) or proportion test 
(more).

Growth and scaling charts in typically developing 
comparison individuals

The growth relationships between measured parameters 
(P) and age were modelled by a linear law with slope a and 
intercept b (P = a × age + b), justified by asymptotically lin-
ear growth after 6 years old already described in the typi-
cally developing paediatric population.20,21 The scaling 

F I G U R E  1  Neuroanatomical quantitative measurements. (a) Encephalic perimeter (EP), occipitofrontal diameter (OFD) on the axial referential 
section through the anterior and posterior commissures. (b) Reference brain area 

(

RBA = π. OFD. d; EP ≈ 2π

√

(OFD2 + d2)
2

)

, d being an intermediate 

parameter corresponding to the smaller of the two diameters of the ellipse (the other being the OFD). (c) Length of the corpus callosum (LCC). (d) Genu 
thickness (GT), body thickness (BT), isthmus thickness (IT), and splenium thickness (ST). (e) Height of the vermis (HV).

(c) (d) (e)

LCC GT
ST

HV

BT IT

(a) (b)

EP

RBA

OFD
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relationships between measured parameters (P) and brain 
size (RBA) were modelled by a power law with scaling coef-
ficient a and constant b (P = b × √RBAa) to take into account 
expected allometric effects22,23 (changes in proportions with 
size). For each measured parameter, we established growth 
and scaling normative charts by fitting those two models in 
the comparison group, then estimated the 10th centile curve 
under the assumption of homogeneous variance along the 
age or brain size interval. We tested age or brain size effect 
by comparing the fitted models with constant model (F- test, 
nested models) and estimated the part of variance of P ex-
plained by age or brain size with the coefficient of determi-
nation (R2). As an alternative analysis, we also established 
charts in male and female groups.

Abnormal measurement detection in participants 
with FASD (normative analysis)

For each parameter, individuals with measurements below 
the 10th centile curve were counted as normatively too 
small for age or for brain size. An FAS- recurrent abnormal-
ity was considered when the number of too- small measure-
ments in FAS exceeded the theoretically expected 10% of the 

individuals (one- sided Fisher's test) and were finally retained 
only if persistent for brain size (with scaling charts). Lastly, 
the number of participants with FAS and NS- FASD present-
ing with combinations of these FAS- recurrent abnormalities 
was compared with the typically developing individuals to 
assess the discriminative value.

Neuroanatomical diagnostic criteria and 
probabilistic link with PAE

We incorporated the combination of FAS- recurrent neuro-
anatomical abnormalities in a radiological– clinical diagnos-
tic criterion, both explicit and quantitative, inspired by the 
revised Institute of Medicine decision tree and the 4- Digit 
Diagnostic Code severity ranking. Assuming that the greater 
the number of recurrent abnormalities observed in an indi-
vidual with FASD, the stronger the probabilistic causal link 
with PAE, we also associated the different combinations of 
non- facial criteria with a six- level scale of causal link rang-
ing from unlikely to certain. We finally sought how many 
participants with NS- FASD had a high probability.

R E SU LTS

Population

Among the 89 participants with FASD, 58.4% had FAS 
and 41.6% had NS- FASD. Their clinical characteristics are 
detailed in Table  1. There was no significant group effect 
for sex ratio (p  =  0.179) and mean age (p  =  0.140). The 4- 
Digit Diagnostic Code and revised Institute of Medicine 
guidelines were discordant only for six individuals (6.7%, 
ĸ = 0.86), with no effect on further results (Table 1).

Comparison of mean measurements

There were group differences for all measurements except 
the genu thickness (p = 0.063), even after excluding the two 
with ACC (data not shown), and we found no sex effect. 
The NS- FASD group's measurements were intermediate be-
tween comparison individuals and the group with FAS. FAS 
and NS- FASD groups differed only for height of the vermis 
measurements (p = 0.002) (Table 2).

Growth deficiency: individual measurements as 
a function of age

In the 94 comparison individuals, callosal and vermian 
measurements did not change significantly with age, ex-
cept for the splenium thickness (p = 0.003); the determina-
tion coefficient R2 was always lower than 10% (Figure S3). 
Among the 89 participants with FASD, brain size (RBA) was 
below the 10th centile of comparison individuals in 74.2% 

F I G U R E  2  Five- point Likert scale of upper vermis foliation. Anterior 
vermis: up to and including the primary fissure; upper vermis: above the 
horizontal fissure. Examples are ‘medium’ for their rank. Assessment was 
performed on median sagittal and left/right −1/−2 sections; overall size of 
the vermis was not considered per se.

5

4

3

2

1

Aspect not at all typical:

Foliation of the upper vermis poorly
developed and unstructured

Aspect not really typical:

Particularly visible grooves of the 
upper vermis and foliation focally 
poorly developed or unstructured 

Aspect neither clearly typical nor 
atypical:

Particularly visible grooves in the 
upper vermis

Rather typical aspect:

Folds of the anterior vermis 
particularly visible

Typical aspect::

Reference foliation well designed 
and compact
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T A B L E  1  Sociodemographic, clinical, radiological, and functional characteristics of participants with FASD and comparison individuals, and group 
comparison

Group comparison

FAS
n = 52

NS- FASD
n = 37

Typically 
developing
n = 94

Group
effect, pa

FAS vs  
NS- FASD, pb

Sociodemographic assessment

Sex (% male) 27 (51.9) 25 (67.6) 47 (50.0) 0.179 0.209

Age at first consultation, mean (SD), years:months 10:4 (3:8) 11:4 (3:11) — — 0.217

Age at MRI, mean (SD), years:months 10:1 (3:7) 11:11 (3:7) 12:1 (3:5) 0.140 0.219

Adopted (%) 32 (61.5) 22 (59.5) 0 (0.0) <0.001 1.000

Age at adoption, mean (SD), years:months 3:3 (2:8) 2:7 (2:5) — — 0.237

Clinical assessment

(1) Prenatal alcohol exposure (%)

4. Confirmed, severe 21 (40.4) 16 (43.2) — — 0.959

3. Confirmed, moderate or unquantified 26 (50.0) 19 (51.1) — — 1.000

2. Not documented 5 (9.6) 2 (5.4) — — 0.743

(2) FAS facial features (%)

4. Severe 31 (59.6) 2 (5.4) — — <0.001

3. Moderate 21 (40.3) 1 (2.7) — — <0.001

2. Mild 0 (0.0) 30 (81.1) — — <0.001

1. None 0 (0.0) 4 (10.8) — — 0.057

(3) Growth deficiency (%)

4. Significant 19 (36.5) 3 (8.1) — — 0.005

3. Moderate 11 (21.2) 2 (5.4) — — 0.077

2. Mild 9 (17.3) 9 (24.3) — — 0.586

1. None 13 (25.0) 23 (62.2) — — 0.001

Brain anatomy

Head circumference, smallest known (%)

≤ −2 SD: microcephaly 34 (65.4) 13 (35.1) — — 0.009

< 10th centile 46 (88.5) 21 (56.8) — — 0.002

Structural brain anomalies from first radiologist report (%)

Corpus callosum abnormality 9 (17.3) 5 (13.5) — — 0.850

Cerebellum abnormality 7 (13.5) 5 (13.5) — — 1.000

Nodular heterotopia 2 (3.8) 0 (0.0) — — 0.630

Agenetic/punctiform olfactory bulb 2 (3.8) 1 (2.7) — — 1.000

(4) Structural brain damage (%) 40 (76.9) 19 (51.4) — — 0.290

Functional brain assessment

IQ median (10th centile) n = 39; 80 (65.8) n = 30; 79 (64.0) — — /

GAI median (10th centile) n = 43; 82 (64.2) n = 29; 86 (68.2) — — /

(4) Brain damage (%)

4. Certain 39 (75.0) 15 (40.5) — — 0.002

3. Probable 13 (25.0) 17 (45.9) — — 0.067

2. Possible 0 (0.0) 5 (13.5) — — 0.024

Discordant diagnostic with revised Institute of Medicine 
guidelines

2 (3.8) 4 (10.8)

Cohen's Kappa coefficient ĸ = 0.86

Four diagnostic criteria of the 4- Digit Diagnostic Code described in Figure S1. Concordance between the two guidelines (Cohen's Kappa coefficient, ĸ).
Bold type, p < 0.007, after Bonferroni correction; italic type, p < 0.05.
Abbreviations: FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; NS- FASD, non- syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; GAI, General Ability Index; 
SD, standard deviation.
ap- value from analysis of variance (F- test) or proportion test.
bp- value from Student's t- test or χ2 test.
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(Figure 3a) and there was an excess of individuals with FAS 
with an abnormally small length of the corpus callosum, 
isthmus thickness, splenium thickness, and height of the 
vermis measurements for age (p <  0.001 and p  =  0.002 for 
splenium thickness) (Table 3).

Scaling anomalies: individual measurements as 
a function of brain size

To identify anomalies independent of the overall brain size 
deficit (RBA), we established scaling curves for comparison 
individuals. The only measurement significantly correlated 
with brain size was length of the corpus callosum (p < 0.001; 
R2 = 20.4%), with a trend for body thickness, splenium thick-
ness, and height of the vermis (p = 0.012, p = 0.020, p = 0.023; 
R2 = 6.6%, 5.7%, 5.4% respectively) (Figure S3). There was 
an excess of individuals with FAS below the 10th centile for 
isthmus thickness and height of the vermis only (p = 0.003 
after excluding the two with ACC, p <  0.001 respectively) 
(Table  3 and Figure  3b,c), which was also found in the al-
ternative analysis separating females and males (Figure S4).

Semi- quantitative assessment of the upper 
vermis foliation

The agreement along the five- rank scale between the three 
observers was moderate (ĸ  =  0.44) but increased to strong 
(ĸ = 0.65) when it came to differentiating individuals with 
‘not very typical’ or ‘not at all typical’ foliation (4 or 5) from 
the others, with no comparison individual ever ranked 4 or 
5 (Figure S5). Eleven individuals ranked 4 (eight with FAS, 
three with NS- FASD) and five ranked 5 (three with FAS, 
two with NS- FASD), totalling 18.0% considered to have 

disrupted upper vermis foliation. Notably, four individuals 
who ranked 4 or 5 did not show a small vermis for brain size 
(Figure  3c, blue points), making this semi- quantitative as-
sessment non- redundant with height of the vermis.

Combination of neuroanatomical abnormalities

We identified four recurrent neuroanatomical abnormalities 
in FAS not trivially associated with each other and particu-
larly not plain consequences of brain size deficit, illustrated 
in Figure 4.

We grouped the clinical and radiological evidence of 
FAS- related neuroanatomical damage as follows: (1) brain 
size deficit for age— clinically (head circumference) and/or 
radiologically (RBA); (2) corpus callosum abnormalities— 
partial ACC or narrowed callosal isthmus for brain size; 
(3) vermis abnormalities— disrupted upper vermis foliation 
and/or insufficient vermian height for brain size.

There were 38.5% with FAS, 27.0% with NS- FASD, and 
only 2.1% of comparison individuals with two out of these 
three abnormalities, and 19.2% with FAS with all three 
(Table 4), showing both a discriminative value of the associ-
ation of FAS- recurrent neuroanatomical abnormalities and 
its possible observation in NS- FASD.

Integration into a neuroanatomical criterion

A diagnostic tree, including a distinct and quantified 
neuroanatomical criterion that gives double weight to the 
well- documented and frequent brain size deficiency, is 
proposed in Figure 5. An assumption of the strength of the 
causal link with PAE is associated with each combination 
of non- facial criteria within each tree branch. We found 

T A B L E  2  Neuroanatomical quantitative measurements of brain size, corpus callosum length and thicknesses, and vermis height (group comparison 
and sex effect on group comparison)

FAS
n = 52

NS- FASD
n = 37

Typically developing
n = 94

Group
effect, pa Sex effect, pa

FAS vs
NS- FASD, pb

Brain size, mean in cm2 (SD)

Reference brain area 160.5 (11.7) 167.1 (12.2) 184.6 (11.1) <0.001 0.138 0.013

Corpus callosum, mean in mm (SD)

Length of the corpus 
callosum

76.7 (11.9) 79.8 (6.0) 86.8 (6.5) <0.001 0.703 0.104

Genu thickness 10.0 (1.4) 10.6 (1.5) 10.6 (1.5) 0.063 0.904 0.071

Body thickness 5.9 (1.3) 6.4 (1.0) 6.6 (1.0) 0.003 0.361 0.098

Isthmus thickness 3.4 (1.0) 3.9 (0.8) 4.3 (0.9) <0.001 0.138 0.037

Splenium thickness 9.2 (2.6) 10.4 (1.5) 10.5 (1.4) <0.001 0.544 0.008

Vermis, mean in mm (SD)

Height of the vermis 41.5 (5.0) 44.5 (4.0) 46.1 (3.0) <0.001 0.546 0.002

Bold type, p < 0.007, after Bonferroni correction; italic type, p < 0.05.
Abbreviations: FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; NS- FASD, non- syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; SD, standard deviation.
ap- value from analysis of variance (F- test).
bp- value from Student's t- test.
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that 18.0% of participants with NS- FASD were associated 
with high levels of causal link with PAE (very likely, al-
most certain).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have described recurrent excessive narrow-
ing of the callosal isthmus and insufficient vermian height 
associated with FAS, not explained by brain size deficit, 
using validated neuroanatomical measurements20,21 that are 
accessible in a clinical– radiological setting on routine T1- 
weighted MRI. We also introduced a simple and reliable tool 
to evaluate the foliation of the upper vermis and showed its 
usefulness in identifying disrupted foliation associated with 
FAS, never observed in typically developing comparison 
individuals, and not always related to insufficient vermian 
height. Lastly, we demonstrated that the association of two 
or three of either brain size, callosal or vermian abnormali-
ties was frequent not only in FAS but also in NS- FASD, while 
remaining exceptional in comparison individuals. These 
results strongly favour the addition of a composite neuro-
anatomical criterion to the current FASD clinical diagnostic 
procedure, including specified and objective radiological as-
sessment, as it can improve the estimation of the causal link 
with PAE and open the path to a better diagnostic specificity 
in the absence of FAS.

Accounting for brain size

Brain size deficit is the most obvious and recurrent neuroana-
tomical abnormality in individuals with FASD.1,8,9 The head 
circumference has shown only a moderate correlation to the 
actual brain volume in the typically developing and the PAE 
populations beyond the age of 6 years (R2  =  36– 43%).8 As 
brain volume is not yet easily accessible in routine MRI, we 
proposed the measurement of RBA as a useful radiological 
proxy of brain size, strongly correlated with it (R2 = 74.9%; 
Figure S2) and geometrically more sensitive than length or 
perimeter.8 Associating RBA with present or former clinical 
measurements of head circumference18 would eventually in-
crease the sensitivity of detection of brain growth deficiency.

Brain size must be considered when interpreting other 
neuroanatomical measurements that correlate with it in 
the general population24 and thus are plainly reduced in 
small brains. Thus, to interpret the reduction in callo-
sal and vermian size observed in FASD at the individual 
level, we complemented the classical normative analysis on 
growth charts (effect of age) with an analysis on scaling 
charts (effect of size). Because of the partial overlap be-
tween FASD and comparison individuals' ranges of brain 
sizes, we had to ensure that the scaling model fitted in 
comparison individuals correctly projected to the smaller 
FASD range. Allometric scaling modelled by a power law 
captures the gradual change in proportions along size 
range and has been shown to be the rule rather than the 
exception in neuroanatomy.16,22 Not taking it into account 
can be misleading25 and, in our situation, a simple affine 
model would have dubiously increased abnormal FASD 
measurements, whereas the power- law model is more con-
servative. Lastly, most of the participants with FASD with 

F I G U R E  3  Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS)- recurrent abnormal 
measurements. (a) Growth chart for brain size. (b,c) Scaling charts for 
isthmus thickness and the height of the vermis. Top: determination 
coefficient R2 and pANOVA (p- value of comparison of fitted model vs 
constant) in comparison individuals. Bottom: number of fetal alcohol 
spectrum disorder (FASD) < 10th centile (p- value of one- sided Fisher's 
test). Bold type, p < 0.007.
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either vermian or callosal measurements too small for age 
showed normal values for brain size, as was f lagrant for 
the length of the corpus callosum (Table  3). The reduc-
tion of isthmus thickness and height of the vermis were the 
only ones not strictly redundant with brain size reduction. 
In terms of non- redundancy of abnormal features, we also 
showed that disrupted upper foliation could be found in a 
normal- sized vermis (Figure 3c, individual H). Ultimately, 
this scaling normative approach helped discover abnor-
malities that were complementary enough to be combined 
with brain size deficit within an FAS neuroanatomical 
pattern and possible diagnostic criterion.

Specificity of the abnormalities

We identified frequent height (44.9%) and/or foliation 
(18.0%) vermian abnormalities. Surprisingly, this result 
was not highlighted in most published FASD clinical– 
radiological studies,11,26 except in a recent qualitative large 
series,10 though that study provided little description. Yet, 
several computer- assisted neuroimaging studies have re-
ported a size reduction of the anterior vermis (area, volume) 
following PAE7,15,17 at the group level, generally taking brain 
size effect linearly into account. Our results suggest that there 
might also be a qualitative disruption of vermian foliation 

T A B L E  3  Number of participants with FASD below the 10th centile on growth and scaling normative charts established in comparison individuals 
for each measured parameter

Growth Scaling

FASD n = 89
FAS 
< 10th centile p

NS- FASD 
< 10th centile p

FAS 
< 10th centile p

NS- FASD 
< 10th centile p

Brain size

Reference brain area 43 <0.001 23 <0.001

Corpus callosum

Length of the corpus 
callosum

27 (+2) <0.001 17 <0.001 7 (+2) 0.294 4 0.529

Genu thickness 10 0.082 5 0.354 3 0.870 3 0.715

Body thickness 13 (+1) 0.012 7 0.122 6 (+1) 0.440 2 0.873

Isthmus thickness 20 (+1) <0.001 9 0.031 15 (+1) 0.003 6 0.217

Splenium thickness 15 (+2) 0.002 4 0.529 9 (+2) 0.118 0 1.000

Vermis

Height of the vermis 32 <0.001 9 0.031 24 <0.001 7 0.122

p- value from one- sided Fisher's test. In brackets, the excluded individuals with agenesis of corpus callosum. Bold type, p < 0.007, after Bonferroni correction; italic type, 
p < 0.05. For the charts used to establish these results, see Figure S3.
Abbreviations: FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; NS- FASD, non- syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.

F I G U R E  4  Individuals with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) with identified fetal alcohol spectrum (FAS)- recurrent anomalies. (a,b) Partial 
agenesis of corpus callosum. (c,d) Narrowed callosal isthmus for brain size. (e,g) Upper vermis ranked 5; (f,h) ranked 4. Note that for (h) the height of the 
vermis is normal for brain size (Figure 3). aAssociation of three abnormalities.

(a)a

(g)

(b)

FAS NS-FASD
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(branching, length, thickness of the folia). The Likert scale 
we propose was based on the formalism adopted in the lit-
erature for FASD facial morphology.5,6 Under the proposed 
conditions, ranking 1, 2, or 3 is not very robust, but the rel-
evance of this scale is supported by the strong agreement 

between observers in distinguishing typical from atypical 
aspects that should be considered pathological, without mis-
classification of comparison individuals. Indeed, as for fa-
cial morphology, it is the distinction of the two pathological 
ranks that is relevant to clinical use, and the effectiveness 

T A B L E  4  Recurrent neuroanatomical abnormalities identified in FAS, counted in each group FAS, NS- FASD, and combination of two or three of the 
abnormalities, versus comparison individuals

FAS p NS- FASD p
Typically 
developing

Recurrent neuroanatomical abnormalities

Brain size deficit

Reference brain area < 10th centile and/or head 
circumference < 10th centile

48 (92.3%) <0.001 27 (73.0%) <0.001 9 (9.6%)

Corpus callosum abnormalities

Partial ACC and/or narrowed callosal isthmus 
(isthmus thickness < 10th centile)

17 (32.7%) 0.001 6 (16.2%) 0.217 9 (9.6%)

Vermis abnormalities 25 (48.1%) <0.001 10 (27.0%) 0.014 9 (9.6%)

Insufficient vermian height (<10th centile) 24 7 9 (9.6%)

Disrupted upper vermis foliation (Likert 4, 5) 11 5 0 (0.0%)

Combination of neuroanatomical abnormalities

Brain size deficit associated with corpus 
callosum or vermis abnormalities

20 (38.5%) <0.001 10 (27.0%) <0.001 2 (2.1%)

Brain size deficit associated with corpus 
callosum and vermis abnormalities

10 (19.2%) <0.001 0 (0.0%) 1.000 0 (0.0%)

p- value from one- sided Fisher's test. Bold type, p < 0.007, after Bonferroni correction; italic type, p < 0.05.
Abbreviations: ACC, agenesis of corpus callosum; FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; NS- FASD, non- syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.

F I G U R E  5  Proposition of revised FASD diagnostic algorithm (based on the revised Institute of Medicine guidelines) with an estimate of the 
probability of a causal link between clinical phenotype and PAE, based on documentation of consumption, FAS facial phenotype, growth deficiency, as 
well as a specified neuroanatomical criterion as a ‘brain damage’ score: brain growth deficiency (↓HC), ACC or narrowing of the callosal isthmus for 
brain size (↓IT) and insufficient vermian height for brain size (↓HV) or disrupted upper vermis foliation (Likert 4, 5). Number of participants with FASD 
in each category noted on the right; red type, high level of probability in participants with NS- FASD. Abbreviations: ACC, agenesis of corpus callosum; 
FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; HC, head circumference; HV, height of the vermis; IT, isthmus thickness; NS- FASD, 
non- syndromic fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; PAE, prenatal alcohol exposure.
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of the Likert scale probably relies on its spreading over five 
ranks.

In FASD, cases of ACC have been repeatedly re-
ported.7,10,11 In these three large recent cohorts, the prev-
alence of ACC did not exceed 3% (2.2% in ours), while it 
is rated from 0.02% to 0.7% in the general population27 to 
around 1% in individuals with neurodevelopmental disor-
ders.28 Qualitatively abnormal or atypical shapes may be 
reported in up to 38% of cases,10 but criteria are subjec-
tive and difficult to interpret. Using computerized anal-
ysis tools, subtle anomalies were found at the group level: 
differences in volume, surface, length, or position12– 14 
versus typically developing individuals. Unfortunately, 
these results are heterogeneous or difficult to replicate.12,29 
We found a clear excess of abnormally thin isthmus. 
Considering the reports of posterior partial ACC and pos-
sibly of splenial anomalies at the group level, we expected 
to find a similar excess of narrowed splenium, but it was 
not significant in our population. Despite well- codified 
measurement criteria,20 the complex shape variability of 
the splenium (rounded, curved, short without being thin) 
may have limited the sensitivity of abnormality detection.

To our knowledge, none of the previous studies on cal-
losal and vermian abnormalities have so far attempted to 
propose any practical and normative use at the individual 
level.

Interest of a neuroanatomical diagnostic  
criterion

Over time, the evolution of FASD diagnostic guidelines has 
given variable importance to neuroanatomical features, 
sometimes discounting them,4 often mixing them with neu-
rofunctional impairment,3,5,6 always with little, if any, im-
pact on diagnostic specificity. Yet, the triple association of 
the FAS- recurrent abnormalities we described was repeat-
edly observed in FAS (19.2%), the double associations were 
frequent in FAS (38.5%), and repeatedly observed in NS- 
FASD (27.0%), while both situations were either unobserved 
or exceptional (2.1%) in typically developing individuals 
(Table  3). Provided that FAS- specificity and extendibility 
to some NS- FASD are confirmed by other large- scale stud-
ies, such a brain signature could form the basis of a speci-
fied and independent neuroanatomical diagnostic criterion 
that would be worth discussing beyond a simply descriptive 
value (Figure  5). Within the framework of existing diag-
nostic categories and respecting the preeminent specificity 
of the facial phenotype, we showed that adding this type of 
criterion can help refine the estimation of the probabilistic 
link between neurodevelopmental disorders and PAE, and 
contribute to identify a sub- category of NS- FASD in which 
this estimated link is particularly strong. Thus, without 
being indispensable in cases sufficiently supported by the 
clinic, brain MRI could find its place in the diagnostic work-
 up when a strengthening of the probabilistic diagnosis of 
FASD- NS is desirable.

Limitations

As for any retrospective study on FASD,10,11,29 the representa-
tiveness of the population is an important issue. In this regard, 
our series included a high proportion of adopted children 
(60.7%) for whom PAE was documented but poorly quanti-
fied and perinatal comorbidities were difficult to exclude.

One could question the way the 10th centile of the scal-
ing curves was established for normative analysis. First, we 
relied on a power- law scaling model, the most theoretically 
correct choice,22,23 which allows for both nonlinear allome-
tric and linear proportional relationships (P = b × √RBAa = 1). 
Yet, low coefficients of determination R2 associated with a 
moderate population size (n = 94) probably limited the sta-
tistical power to assess model fits. That said, keeping a very 
general model seemed appropriate as it tended to best fit for 
many parameters before Bonferroni correction and proved 
to be more conservative (limiting false positives). Finally, 
to robustly establish the centiles of the distributions in our 
medium- sized comparison group, we had to assume homo-
geneous variance over the studied intervals.

The absence of sex distinction, even if sex effect on brain 
size is well known,8,18 might also be questioned. In this study, 
pooling males and females resulted from a trade- off between 
statistical power and robustness (model fit) linked to the size 
of the comparison group, and adequacy of normative limits 
at the individual level (charts) brought by adding the sex co-
variate. We explored the extent to which this choice would 
affect our results and first verified that there was no signif-
icant effect of sex on the raw measurements excepted for 
brain size (Table 2), which was consistent with the strongly 
negative allometric relationship between brain size and these 
parameters22 (significant variations of RBA between males 
and females, associated with very subtle or unsignificant 
variations of callosal and vermian measurements; Table S1). 
Bearing in mind that the analyses would be less robust, we 
also showed that the alternative choice of separating males 
and females did not significantly change our final results, 
with concordant identification of both FAS- related neuro-
anatomical abnormalities (Figure S4) and participants with 
pathological FASD on the normative charts. In the end, the 
use of a common growth chart for RBA potentially caused 
only three false negatives in males and one false positive 
in females (Figure 3 vs Figure S4), which would have been 
counted as one FAS and two NS- FASD with a combination of 
two anomalies, thus not changing the conclusions.

The choice of a 10th centile thresholding over a lower one 
is also questionable, especially because it has been a source 
of controversy in the field30 for other diagnostic parameters. 
Since we intended to combine the abnormalities, we consid-
ered that this threshold would not be too permissive in the 
end, which proved to be correct as double or triple combina-
tions dropped almost below the detection level in about 100 
typically developing individuals. Eventually, a third centile- 
threshold alternative analysis consistently showed a signif-
icant excess of isthmus thickness and height of the vermis 
abnormality for brain size (data not shown).
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All these concerns advocate complementary studies for 
more accurate standardization of the scaling curves, includ-
ing sex differentiation and extending age ranges to adult 
charts, taking advantage of larger samples or multisite de-
signs. However, the relatively large excess of abnormal isthmus 
thickness and height of the vermis values with a nonetheless 
conservative model gives us confidence in our results.

CONCLUSION

Explicit and quantitative FAS- recurrent anomalies (small 
brain size for age, narrowed callosal isthmus for brain size, 
and disrupted upper vermis foliation or reduced vermian 
height for brain size) can be associated into a composite 
neuroanatomical– radiological criterion. It is likely to benefit 
the diagnostic process for NS- FASD, bringing confidence 
where some lack of specificity can deter diagnosis, for the 
sake of diagnosis rate and eventually patient care.
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